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action by reason of misconduct due to drug abuse.  After electing to waive your rights, your 
commanding officer forwarded your package to the separation authority recommending your 
discharge by reason of misconduct due to drug abuse with an other than honorable 
characterization of service.  The separation authority approved the commanding officer’s 
recommendation, and on 6 August 1992, you were so discharged. 
 
The Board carefully considered all potentially mitigating factors to determine whether the 
interests of justice warrant relief in your case in accordance with the Wilkie Memo.  These 
included, but were not limited to, your desire to upgrade your discharge and contentions that you 
need VA benefits, were young and immature, submitted to peer pressure, have undergone 
personal growth, became a respected citizen, been married 27 years, and embraced Christianity.  
For purposes of clemency and equity consideration, the Board noted you provided a medical 
letter, documentation describing post-service accomplishments, and advocacy letters.       
    
After thorough review, the Board concluded these potentially mitigating factors were insufficient 
to warrant relief.  Specifically, the Board determined your misconduct as evidenced by your 
nonjudicial punishment, outweighed the potential mitigating factors.  In making this finding, the 
Board considered the seriousness of your misconduct and the fact it involved a drug offense.  
The Board determined that illegal drug use by a service member is contrary to military core 
values and policy, renders such members unfit for duty, and poses an unnecessary risk to the 
safety of their fellow service members.  The Board noted that illegal drug use in any form is still 
against Department of Defense regulations and not permitted for recreational use while serving 
in the military.  The Board also considered the likely negative impact your conduct had on the 
good order and discipline of your command.  Further, absent a material error or injustice, the 
Board declined to summarily upgrade a discharge solely for the purpose of facilitating veterans’ 
benefits or enhancing educational or employment opportunities.  As a result, the Board 
concluded your conduct constituted a significant departure from that expected of a service 
member and continues to warrant an other than honorable characterization.  While the Board 
commends you for your post-discharge accomplishments and carefully considered the evidence 
you submitted in mitigation, even in light of the Wilkie Memo and reviewing the record 
holistically, the Board did not find evidence of an error or injustice that warrants granting you 
the relief you requested or granting relief as a matter of clemency or equity.  Ultimately, the 
Board concluded the mitigated evidence you provided was insufficient to outweigh the 
seriousness of your misconduct.  Accordingly, given the totality of the circumstances, the Board 
determined that your request does not merit relief. 
 
You are entitled to have the Board reconsider its decision upon submission of new matters, 
which will require you to complete and submit a new DD Form 149.  New matters are those not 
previously presented to or considered by the Board.  In this regard, it is important to keep in  
 
 
 
 
 






